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Abstract 
Nearly inviscid parametrically excited surface gravity-capillary waves in two-dimensional domains of finite depth and large 
aspect ratio are considered. Coupled equations describing the evolution of the amplitudes of resonant left- and right-traveling 
waves and their interaction with a mean flow in the bulk are derived, and the conditions for their validity estabhshed. Under 
suitable conditions the mean flow consists of an inviscid part together with a viscous mean flow driven by a tangential stress 
due to an oscillatory viscous boundary layer near the free surface and a tangential velocity due to a bottom boundary layer. 
These forcing mechanisms are important even in the limit of vanishing viscosity, and provide boundary conditions for the 
Navier-Stokes equation satisfied by the mean flow in the bulk. For moderately large aspect ratio domains the amplitude 
equations are nonlocal but decouple from the equations describing the interaction of the slow spatial phase and the viscous 
mean flow. Two cases are considered in detail, gravity-capillary waves and capillary waves in a microgravity environment. 
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1. Introduction 
The Faraday system, Le., the study of surface gravity-capillary waves excited parametrically by the vertical 
oscillation of a container, has attracted a great deal of attention [1-4]. Despite this a number of issues remain 
outstanding. This is largely due to the fact that existing theory fails to provide a quantitative description of the 
experimental results in containers of large aspect ratio. One possible explanation, pursued by us in several papers 
[5,6] focuses on the fact that these theories include only the leading order effects of viscosity [7,8] despite the fact 
that for typical experimental parameter valúes this approach predicts an incorrect viscous dissipation time in the 
absence of parametric forcing. This is because the dissipation time for Faraday waves excited by typical oscillation 
frequencies is in fact dominated by dissipation in the bulk of the domain, and not in the boundary layers at solid walls 
as usually assumed. However, fhere is an additional important effect associated with the presence of viscosity that 
illustrates the singular nature of the required perturbation theory. This effect arises because the oscillatory viscous 
boundary layers at the free surface and the bottom of the container (as well as any lateral boundaries, if present) 
are capable of driving a large scale mean flow, hereafter a viscous mean flow or a streaming flow, due to a nonzero 
(time-averaged) Reynolds stress in these boundary layers. These flows have either been entirely ignored in the past 
or treated in an incomplete or inconsistent manner, but they are important because they can interact nontrivially 
with the surface waves responsible for them. This is so, for example, in systems of small to modérate aspect ratio 
provided at least two modes of oscillation are excited [9,10]. Large aspect ratio systems are yet more subtle because 
of the presence of an additional, inviscid mean flow. For inviscid free waves this mean flow is associated with spatial 
modulation of a single mode, as described by the celebrated Davey-Stewartson equations [11,12]. If viscosity is 
retained and the system forced, as in a shear flow, a similar set of equations but with complex coefflcients can 
be derived [13]. In general the mean flow present will contain both types of contributions, even in nearly inviscid 
flows. 
This paper is devoted to the derivation of the following equations governing the interaction between two paramet-
rically excited counterpropagating wavetrains and the associated mean flow in a two-dimensional, annular Faraday 
system, 
At - vgAx = iaAxx - (á + id)A + i(a3\A\2 - a4\B\2)A + ia5fzB + ia6 / g(y){'ipf)x dy A 
+ia7(fm}xA + HOT, (1.1) 
Bt + vgBx = iaBxx - (á + \d)B + i(a3\B\2 - aA\A\2)B + ia5fzÁ - ia6 / g{y)(x¡r™)x áy B 
+iü'7</m>xB+HOT, (1.2) 
A(x + L,t) = A(x,t), B(x + L,t) = B(x,t), (1.3) 
together with the conditions under which these equations provide the correct description of Faraday waves in 
systems with reflection symmetry and one extended dimensión. Here L ~^> 1 is the aspect ratio of the system, 
measured in units of the layer depth. As part of the derivation explicit expressions for the coefflcients are ob-
tained. The complex amplitudes A and B are the amplitudes of the two counterpropagating waves driven para-
metrically by the forcing (with dimensionless amplitude /x), and the notation HOT indicates higher order terms. 
The flrst seven terms in these equations, accounting for inertia, propagation at the group velocity vs, dispersión, 
damping, detuning, cubic nonlinearity and parametric forcing, are familiar from existing weakly nonlinear, nearly 
inviscid theories [14]. The last two terms account for coupling to the mean flow in the bulk (indicated by the 
superscript m) and are conservative. They are written in terms of (a local average {-)x of) the streamfunction 
<¡/m for the mean flow and the associated free surface elevation fm. These quantities evolve according to the 
equations 
ffx + ^ = Í2m Í2f - Y^ + (\A\2 - \B\2)g(y)Wf + f?í2™ = Cg(í2fx + Í2%) + HOT, 
ff - ftm = Pi(\B\2 ~ \A\2)X + HOT, V$ = hi\A\2 - \B\2) + HOT at y = 0, 
(1 - S)f™ - Sjfxx - V# + CgW^y + 3V£y) = ~¡33(\A\2 + \B\2)X + HOT at y = 0, 
J Í2™dx = yrm = 0, f™ = -/34[iA¿e2 i t a + c.c. + \B\2 - |A|2] + HOT at y = - 1 , 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
fm(x + L,y,t) = fm(x,y,t), fm(x + L, t) = fm(x, t), (1.8) 
L 
/ m ( x , í ) d x = 0, (1.9) 
valid outside of viscous boundary layersat the free surface and thebottom (y = - l ) .HereC g <C 1 is a dimensionless 
measure of viscosity. The resulting equations differ from the exact equations forming the starting point for the analysis 
in thepresence of the forcing terms in the boundary conditions (1.5)—(1.7) and in two essential simpliflcations: the 
fast oscillation associated with the surface waves has been flltered out, and the boundary conditions are applied at 
the unperturbed location of the free surface, y = 0. The mean flow itself is forced in two ways. The right-hand sides 
of the boundary conditions (1.5a) and (1.6) provide a normal forcing mechanism; this mechanism is the only one 
present in the strictly inviscid case and does not appear unless the aspect ratio is large. The right-hand sides of the 
boundary conditions (1.5b) and (1.7c) describe two shearforcing mechanisms, a tangential stress at the free surface 
and a tangential velocity at the bottom wall. Note fhat neifher of fhese forcing terms vanishes in the limit of small 
viscosity (Le., as Cg -> 0), cf. [15,16], in contrast to the strictly inviscid theory in which terms of this type do not 
arise. 
The general coupled amplitude-mean-flow (hereafter GCAMF) equations summarized above are derived here 
by means of a consistent expansión fhat treats both the viscosity (Le., the parameter Cg) and the inverse as-
pect ratio L~l of the system as independent small parameters. However, in particular and physically relevant 
regimes in which these parameters are linked, the GCAMF equations simplify further. A particularly useful sim-
— 1/2 
pliflcation arises when the system is large but not too large, in the sense that L <C Cg ' . In this regime, two 
cases are of special interest, corresponding, respectively, to nearly inviscid gravity-capillary waves and to puré 
capillary waves in a microgravity environment. Both systems are described by nonlocal amplitude equations of 
the type already studied in [17]; these equations determine the surface waves up to a spatial phase and decou-
ple from the remaining equations governing the interaction between this phase and the (viscous) mean flow. If 
the system size is too large, different (hyperbolic) equations apply, but these are not discussed here (see [18,19] 
for a related problem). The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we formúlate the ba-
sic equations and explain the nature of the analysis that leads to the GCAMF equations. This analysis is per-
formed explicitly in Section 3, with the simpliflcations alluded to above carried out in Section 4. The detailed 
properties of the resulting equations can only be ascertained numerically, and will be described in subsequent 
work. The paper concludes with a brief discussion in Section 5. Certain details of the analysis of the oscillatory 
boundary layers at the top and bottom of the layer that are required in the body of the paper can be found in 
Appendix A. 
2. Formulation and other preliminaries 
As a model of Faraday waves in annular containers, we consider a two-dimensional, laterally unbounded fluid 
layer above a horizontal píate that is vibrated vertically with an appropriately small amplitude. We use a Cartesian 
coordínate system with the x-axis along the unperturbed free surface and y vertically upwards, and nondimension-
alize space and time with the unperturbed depth h and the gravity-capillary time [g/h + r/(p/z3)]~1 /2 , where g is 
the gravitational acceleration, p the density and T the coefflcient of surface tensión. The nondimensional equations 
governing the system then are 
fxx + fyy = &, £¿t - fy^x + fx^y =Cg{Qxx +Qyy), (2.1) 
f t - f x - fyfx = (fyy - fxx)d - f¡) - ^fxfxy = 0 ¡A y = f, (2.2) 
L 
(1 - S)fx - s 
,AT^ 
-AJXCO cos(2úJt)fx 
fyt + fxtfx ~ (fx + fyfxW + \(f2x + f 2 ) x + \ (f2 + f2)yfx 
1fxyfx + (fxx ~ fyy)fx 
-CgYhfxxy + fyyy ~ {fxxx + fxyy)fx\ + 2Cg 
(fxxy ~ fyyy)/? ~ fxyyd ~ fx)f> 
1 + A2 
+2Cg 
l + fx2 at y = f, 
f 
Jo f 
Jo 
Í2y áx \(r = \¡fy = O at y •• -1, 
fúx = Q, 
(23) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
subject to the requirement that <ji and / are both periodic in x with spatial period L (the nondimensional length 
of the annulus). Here <¡i is the streamfunction, such that the velocity (w, v) = (-fy, f x ) , & the vorticity, and / 
the free surface deflection required to satisfy volume conservation recalled in (2.5). The boundary condition (2.4a) 
is necessary in order that the pressure be periodic in x. The resulting problem depends on the aspect ratio L, the 
nondimensional vibration amplitude /x and frequency 2&>, the capillary-gravity number Cg = v/[gh3 + (Th/p)]1^2 
and the gravity-capillary balance parameter S = T/(T + pgh2), where v is the kinematic viscosity. Note that Cg 
and S are related to the usual capillary number C = v[p/Th\l/2 and the Bond number B = pgh2/Tby 
C 1 
c„ (1 + fi)1/2' S: l + B 
Thus 
0 < S < 1, 
and the extreme valúes S = 0, 1 correspond to the purely gravitational (T = 0) and the purely capillary 
limits, respectively. 
The basic assumption made below is that viscosity is small, namely 
Cg « 1. 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
= 0) 
(2.8) 
To understand the origin of the nearly inviscid and viscous mean flows in this limit, it sufflces to look at the spectrum 
of the unforced problem, linearized around <¡i = f = 0 [5]. The normal modes take the form 
(>//, F)
 e
kt+ikx
. (f,f) 
In general, when Cg <c 1 there are two types of such modes: 
(A) The nearly inviscid modes (or surface modes) obey the dispersión relation 
X = ico 
where 
(1 + i)aiC] / 2 - ct2Cg + 0 (C | / 2 ) , 
[(1 - S + S^kl&nhk]112, « i 
k{co/2)1'2 
«2 
'• + 3 tanh2£ 
16sinh2£ sinh(2£) 
Eq. (2.10) provides a good approximation for both the frequency Im(A.) and the damping rate 
5 = —Re (A.) = a\C¿ + o^Cg 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
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Fig. 1. The nearly inviscid dispersión relation, Im A, and R e í vs. k for Cg 
line) and the 0(Cg) results (solid line). 
10"6, S = 0.5, from Eq. (2.10) using the 0(C¡/2) results (dashed 
for small but fixed valúes of Cg, see Fig. 1. However, as noted in [5], if the third term in (2.10) is omitted the 
resulting approximation breaks down as soon as k > km ~ | ln Cg |. Since these moderately large valúes of k are 
also of interest this term will be retained in what follows. 
The eigenfunction associated with the dispersión relation (2.10) is given (up to a constant factor) by 
cüsinh[k(y + 1)] 
(V,F) 0 % 1) + 0(C] / 2) with V0 (2.13) k sinh k 
These modes therefore exhibit a significant free-surface deflection and are irrotational in the bulk, outside two thin 
boundary layers (whose thickness is 0{Cg/co)1^2) attached to the bottom píate and the free surface. For small Cg 
1/2 
their decay rate is 0(Cg ), Le., these modes are all near-marginal. Note that the horizontal wavenumber k is only 
restricted by the periodicity condition and thus can take any valué of the form 2ir N/L, where N is an integer; 
in the limit L -> oo the allowed wavenumbers become dense on the real line. However, the assumption (2.16) 
implies that the relevant nearly inviscid modes are either of long wavelength or are concentrated around the two 
counterpropagating modes. The long wave modes constitute the nearly inviscid mean flow; in the strictly inviscid 
case, this flow is the mean flow considered in inviscid theories [11,12]. However, because of its long wavelength 
this mean flow does not appear if the aspect ratio is of order unity [9,10]. 
(B) The viscous modes (or hydrodynamical modes) obey the dispersión relation 
X = -Cg[k2 + qn(k)2] + 0(Ch, (2.14) 
where for each k > 0,qn > 0 is the wth root of q tanh k = k tan q, and henee decay on an 0(Cg) timescale, i.e., more 
slowly than the surface modes when Cg is sufflciently small. Consequently, these modes are also near-marginal. 
Since the associated eigenrunction is 
& = sinq„ sinh(fcy) - smhksm(q„y) + 0(Cg), F = 0(Cg), (2.15) 
these modes do not result in any signiflcant free-surface deformation at leading order. On the other hand, they 
are rotational throughout the domain and when forced at the edge of the oscillatory boundary layers attached to 
the bottom píate and the free surface by the mechanisms described by Schlichting [20] and Longuet-Higgins [21] 
(see Appendix A), they constitute the viscous mean flow. In view of its slow decay this flow must be included in 
any realistic nearly inviscid description. The assumption that follows implies that the relevant viscous modes are 
concentrated around a discrete set of valúes of k. 
2.1. Basic assumption 
The spatial Fourier transforms of the oscillatory part (in time) of x¡r and / peak for all time around the 
wavenumbers ± k, whilethoseof the nonoscillatory part peak at wavenumbers ± 2mk, 
with m = 0, 1 , . . . . (2.16) 
Here and hereafter k denotes the wavenumber of the parametrically excited surface mode. If L is not too large, 
as specifled in Eq. (2.19), this assumption is consistent, in the sense that the resulting equations do not genérate 
arbitrarily small scales. This property is not guaranteed for larger L. 
In addition to this assumption we also assume that 
IW + l l M « l , l / l « l , ^ « 1 , ^ « l , (2.17) 
i.e., we focus on weakly nonlinear nearly inviscid waves in large aspect ratio systems. This restriction requires, in 
addition, that \x <C 1. Moreover, in view of the comment after Eq. (2.12), we also assume that 
1 < fc< llnCgl, (2.18) 
which implies that 5 = 0(Cg)ll2 « 1 (see (2.12)) and 1 < co < [(1 - S)\ lnCg\ + S\lnCg\3]l/2 (see (2.11)). As 
explained in Section 5, this assumption can be relaxed. 
Within these assumptions several essentially different distinguished limits are possible, depending on the relative 
valúes of the small parameters Cg, \x and L _ 1 , and also on the order of magnitude of 1 - S. In this paper, we assume 
that L is not too large, in the sense that 
1
 «
 L
 « ^ I D L ' (2'19) 
8 + \d\ + f¿ 
where vs, S and d are the (nondimensional) group velocity, damping rate and detuning of the surface waves, deflned 
by (3.24), (2.12) and (3.28), respectively, and consider separately the two cases S <C 1 and S ~ 1 (see Section 4). 
3. The general coupled amplitude-mean flow equations 
In the derivation that follows it is convenient to treat the small parameters Cg and L~l as unrelated. Since viscosity 
is small, we must distinguish three regions in the physical domain, namely, the two oscillatory boundary layers 
\0(CgLfl2 \°(C<-
bulk 
0(CgL)ll'¿ o(d/2) 
Fig. 2. Sketch of the primary and secondary boundary layers, indicating their widths in comparison to the layer depth. 
1/2 
(of thickness 0(Cg/ )) mentioned in Section 2 and the remaining part (or bulk) of the domain (see Fig. 2). The 
boundary layers must be considered in order to obtain the correct boundary conditions for the solution in the bulk. 
The description of these boundary layers can be found in Appendix A. 
Now, according to assumption (2.16), the streamfunction in the bulk and the free surface deflection can be 
decomposed into three parts, namely: (i) the two counterpropagating wavetrains mentioned in Section 2, which are 
slowly modulated both in space and time around a basic frequency co and wavenumbers ±k; (ii) a mean flow, which 
depends weakly on time but can exhibit significant dependence on the space variables x and y; and (iii) the remaining 
part of the solution, which will be called nonresonant. Since we are not distinguishing between inviscid and viscous 
mean flows we must allow the mean flow to exhibit a significant dependence on the horizontal coordinate x. This 
is because the mean flow must include, among other things, any viscous modes with 0(k) wavenumber associated 
with the basic wavetrain. The assumption (2.16) is equivalent to the requirement that the mean flow variables exhibit 
well-defined averages in the fast variable x (see (3.19)). 
Under these conditions the free-surface deflection, and the streamfunction and vorticity in the bulk, can be written 
in the form 
/ = e M (Ae ] 
+c.c. + fm + NRT 
B c-[kx) +
 Y1AB e2ikx + y2 e2ia)t(A2 e2ikx • D 2 — 2ikx\ i y?+ icot+ikx / " e : icot—ikx 
(3.1) 
f = *b e[ü"(A eikx - B e-[kx) + y3W22 eTmt(A2 e2ikx - B2 e~2ikx) + ^ e 1 + Acút+ikx + f~¿ icot—ikx 
+c.c. + Vm + NRT, 
-1 Acotv Akx -\kx\*T,r o m Akx -ikx\ 
(3.2) 
Q = iítí  el '[(A c1KX - B e-1KX)%í2™ - ik(A e1KX + B eT^^n™ + HOT] + ce . + Í2m + NRT. (3.3) 
Here the superscript m denotes terms associated with the mean flow, NRT denotes nonresonant terms and HOT 
denotes higher order terms. The function •í'o is defined in (2.13). Moreover, the quantities A, B, f^1 and ^ must 
all depend weakly on t and x, while fm, ^¡rm and Í2m depend weakly on t but strongly on x (cf. Eq. (1.7)), i.e., 
I A* | + \A,\ « \A\ « 1, \BX\ + \Bt\ « \B\ « 1, 
i/^i + i/ñ « I^ I « i - I ^ I + I ^ I « IV I^ « i , 
i/ tmi«i/mi«i- ICI « i^ m i « i . i^n « i ^ m i « i . 
while the periodic boundary equations on %/r and / imply that 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
A(x + L,t)= e-2ikLA(x, t), B(x + L,t) = e2ikLB(x, t). (3.7) 
The terms proportional to Qla>t±ikx describe the two counterpropagating wavetrains. In order to distinguish between 
the leading order and higher order contributions to these waves we impose the additional condition 
/ . 
o 
i¡r±(x,y,t)dy = 0 (3.8) 
i 
for all x and t. This condition serves as a deflnition of the complex amplitudes A and B, and readily implies that 
| / + | + | iA+ |« |A | , | / - | + l i r i « | S | . (3-9) 
The coefflcients y\, yi, K3 and the function <íf22 in (3.1) and (3.2) are given by 
{a2 + l)co2 
n
 = «m-s + W (3'10) 
(3 - a2)k(l - S + Sk2) 
Y2
 2a[(l - S)a2 - Sk2(3 - a2)]' ( ' 
3oÁ(l-SKl-a2) + Sk2Q-a2)] 
Y3
 2a[(l - S)a2 - Sk2(3 - a2)] ' ( ' 
= sinh [ 2 ^ + 1 ) ] 
sinh(2£) 
where a = tanh£. Note that yi and y?, diverge at (1 - S)a2 = Sk2{3 - a2), i.e., when the strictly inviscid 
eigenfrequency (2.1 la) satisfles co(2k) = 2co{k). In the present paper, we do not pursue this resonance further; see 
[22,23] for a strictly inviscid analysis, and [24-26] for nearly inviscid descriptions that ignore mean flow. 
Substituting (3.1)—(3.7) into (2.1)-(2.5) with the boundary conditions derived in Appendix A, we obtain the 
evolution equations and boundary conditions for x¡rm, Í2m, fm Usted in (1.4)—(1.9), together with the following 
equations and boundary conditions for the perturbations i/f+, / + : 
(3.14) f+-k2f+= -2ik{^Ax + ft)-nAxx-(^\n(n™)xA + K<JI in -\<y<0, 
io>/+ - ikx¡r+ = -At + %AX + x¡r+ + [ik(/35\A\2 + /36\B\2) + ik^(fm)x 
+\k{ff)x +j89Cg]A+ HOT at y = 0, (3.15) 
ik(l -S + Sk2)f+ - ion¡r+ = 3ikSAxx + V¿A, + ik(J37\A\2 + ¡3&\B\2)A + Cg(3k2^¿ - V¿")A - ikfico2B 
+ [io^(fm}x + ik^0(üm}x - ikf¿(f™}x]A + HOT at y = 0, (3.16) 
^ + = [(l+i)/3ioC] / 2 +
 /3nCg]A + HOT at y = - 1 , (3.17) 
f+(x + L,y, t) = f+(x, y, t), f+(x + L,t) = f+(x, t). (3.18) 
Here the mean valué (•)* is deflned by 
px+e 
(G(x,y,t))x = (2iy1 G(z,y,t)dz with 1 « l « L , (3.19) 
Jx-e 
and is required to be independent of l. In view of the assumption (2.16) this average is well-deflned and can be 
thought of as a fllter that fllters out the smallest scales, x ~ 1. For this reason (G(x, y, t))x may still depend on the 
horizontal coordínate x, albeit weakly, so that 
(f?r «(fmr, (ffr « W™Y, (^r «{S2™y. 
These estimates have been used to drop higher order terms. 
The coefficients j3\,..., /3g and the function g in (1.4)—(1.7), (3.15) and (3.16) are given by 
pV 
PV 
pV 
The coefficients /Í9, Pw and j3\\ need not be calculated because they only contribute to the coefflcient of A in 
the amplitude equation (3.23), and this coefflcient follows readily from the (exact) dispersión relation (2.10). The 
corresponding equations and boundary conditions for x¡r~ and / ~ will not be needed below; they are obtained from 
(3.14)—(3.18) using the transformation 
f+^f-, f+^f~, fm^-fm, Í2m^-Í2m, A±>B, x ^ - x , (3.21) 
a consequence of the symmetry of Eqs. (2.1)-(2.5) under the reflection x -> —x. 
In view of the condition (3.5) the terms on the right-hand side of Eqs. (3.14)—(3.18) are to be considered as 
inhomogeneous, whilethoseon theleftconstitutea setofhomogeneous equations solvedby(Vf+, / + ) = (%(y), 1). 
The solvability condition for this system yields the evolution equation for A (the amplitude equation) in the form 
Vo(y)H0(y)áy. (3.22) 
Ico 8cok2 (l-a2)co2 3(1 -a2)cok 
P2 = , P3 = ? ' P4 = 9 
a a a
L
 a
L 
y2oj y3k(l + a2) 3oA yioj 2 y3cok(cr2 -
1 h - 7 — , fo = cok, p 1 = y2cú -\ 7r— 
a a L a aL 
2 , 3ü)2k , ac,4 , , 2cokcosh[2k(y+l)] 
yxof H y 3SkT, g(y) =
 T . 
0 smh k 
- 1 ) 5oj2k 3Sk4 
2a ' 2 ' 
(3.20) 
( ^ - ^ ( O ) / / ! - (i«)-Vo(0)//2 + %{-l)H3 = f l, 
Here HQ, H\, H2 and H3 denote the right hand sides of Eqs. (3.14)—(3.17), respectively. Using (3.8) this relation 
takes the explicit form 
At - vgAx = iaAxx - [(1 + i)aiC¡/2 + a2Cg]A + i(a3\A\2 - a4\B\2)A + ia5fzB 
+ia6¡ g{y)(f™)x áy A + ia7{fm)x A + HOT. (3.23) 
To use this procedure to compute the coefficients of Axx and CgA, we would have to consider the expansions 
x¡r+ = Axx¡r+ + C¡/2Af+ + •••, f+ = Axf+ + C¡/2Af+ + ••• , 
and explicitly calcúlate W¡~, f^~) and (x¡r£, f2+) from the equations that result from substituting these expansions 
1/2 into (3.8), (3.14)—(3.18) and setting the coefficients of Ax and Cg A to zero; note that condition (3.8) is necessary 
to ensure uniqueness in these singular problems. In practice, it is simpler to deduce the coefficients «i and a2, the 
group velocity vg and the dispersión a directly from the dispersión relation (2.10) using (2.11) and 
vg = co'(k), a = -\oJ\k). (3.24) 
The remaining coefficients in (3.23), a3,..., aq must, however, be calculated from the solvability condition (3.22) 
and are found to be 
oA2[{\ - S)(9 - cr2)(l - a2) + Sk2{l - cr2)(3 - a2)] [8(1 - S) + 5Sk2]oA2 
a3 = 
cok2 
(XA = 
2 
4a2[(l -S)a2 -Sk20-a2)] 4(1 - S + Sk2) 
(1 - S + Sk2)(l + a2)2 4(1 -S)+7Sk~ 
(1 - S + 4Sk2)a2 l-S + Sk2 
ka 
«5 = coka, «6 = — , 
2CÚ 
cok(\ - a2) 
a7 = ^ - '-. (3.25) 
These expressions agree up to notation changes with their counterparts in strictly inviscid theories (see, e.g., [12] 
and references therein), and in particular conflrm the results for the cubic coefflcients obtained in Reís. [4,27]. 
Like Y2 and y¡, the coefflcient a3 diverges at the (excluded) resonant wavenumbers satisfying co(2k) = 2co(k). 
The corresponding amplitude equation for the complex amplitude B is obtained from (3.23) using the reflection 
symmetry (3.21). 
Theresulting equations take the form (1.1) and (1.2) if we select a (large) integer N such that 
-n < 2JTN -kL<7t, (3.26) 
and replace 
4 4 i(2itN/L-k)x n n —i(27tN/L—k)x /o 21) 
and redeflne vg to be the group velocity at the wavenumber 2JTN/L. This change of variables shifts the wavenumber 
k to the nearest wavenumber commensurate with the imposed periodicity condition and leads to periodic boundary 
conditions on the (new) variables A and B as in (1.3); the resulting expressions for the damping rate 5 and the 
effective detuning d present in Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) are given by (2.12) and 
(T-) d = aiClg12 - I - ^ - -k)vg. (3.28) 
Both quantities are small. The change of variables has, however, no effect on the mean flow equations (1.4)—(1.9), 
except to replace the wavenumber k that appears explicitly in the boundary condition (1.7b) by k = 2JTN/L, Le., 
the solution in the bulk is now of the form 
/ = eia" [(A é2nNx/L + B Q-^NX/L) + HOT] + ce. + fm + NRT, (3.29) 
f = Qia)t[<lf0(Aei2jrNx/L - Be-i2jrA,J/L) + HOT] + ce. + fm + NRT, (3.30) 
í2 = í2m + HOT. (3.31) 
Some remarks about the GCAMF equations derived above are now in order. 
(a) The conservative nature of the terms describing the coupling to the mean flow implies that at leading order the 
mean flow does not take energy from the system, a result that is consistent with the small steepness of the associated 
surface displacement and its small velocity compared with the speed \Vx¡r\ of the surface waves. This latter property 
follows from the fact that the mean flow is driven by quadratic terms in the complex amplitudes (see remarks (b) 
and (c)). 
(b) The forcing terms on the right-hand sides of the boundary conditions (1.5a) and (1.6) are present when the 
aspect ratio is large, and are responsible for driving the strictly inviscid mean flow [11,12]. These terms vanish if 
the wavetrain is uniform, or if the surface waves are of standing wave type, namely if | A\ = \B\, and k > 1 (so that 
/?3 <<C 1). Note that part of the strictly inviscid mean flow can be included explicitly in the expansión (3.2) because 
it is slaved to the waves. However, we choose not to do so here because there is always a part of this flow which 
solves a homogeneous problem (see Eq. (4.12)) and is not slaved. The shear nature of the remaining forcing terms, 
in Eqs. (1.5b) and (1.7c), leads us to retain the viscous term in (1.4) even when Cg is quite small. In fact, when Cg 
is very small, the mean flow itself generates additional boundary layers near the top and bottom of the container, 
and these must be thicker than the original boundary layers for the validity of the analysis. This puts an additional 
restriction on the validity of the GCAMF equations, namely 
p2k(\A\2 - \B\2) 
Cg 
1/3 
+ 
fak{\A\2 + \B\2) 
Cg 
1/2 
< 
r \ ! / 2 
(3.32) 
In this expression the first term is an estimate of the inverse of the boundary layer thickness associated with the 
tangential stress boundary condition at the surface while the second term is the corresponding quantity due to the 
horizontal velocity boundary condition at y = — 1. 
(c) There is a third, less effective but inviscid, volumetric forcing mechanism associated with the second term 
in the vorticity equation (1.4), which looks like a horizontal forcé (\A\2 — \B\2)g(y)£2m and is sometimes called 
the vortex forcé. The term plays an important role in the generation of Langmuir circulation [28]. Although in the 
absence of mean flow this term vanishes, it can change the stability properties of such a flow and enhance or limit 
the effect of the remaining forcing terms. However, this is not the case in the limit considered here. 
(d) The GCAMF equations (1.1)—(1.9) are invariant under reflection 
^ 
-f Í 2 r - Í 2 n A o B, (3.33) 
The simplest reflection-symmetric solutions, Le., solutions of the form A(x, •) = B(—x, •)> a r e m e spatially uniform 
standing waves given by A = B = Ro e10, where 0 is a constant and the amplitude Ro is given by S2 + [d + (o?3 — 
a^)R^\2 = a2¡JL2, with an associated reflection-symmetric streaming flow that is periodic in x with period n/k 
(see Eq. (1.7c)). Since this mean flow does not couple to the amplitudes A, B (Le., the mean flow terms are absent 
from Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2)), the presence of this flow does not affect the standing waves. These much studied waves 
bifúrcate from the flat state at /x = /xc = (S2 + d2)1^2 /\as\, and do so supercritically if d < 0 and subcritically if 
d > 0, see Fig. 3. Note that /x can be of order /xc without violating the conditions for the validity of the GCAMF 
equations, and that these equations describe correctly both cases d < 0 and d > 0. In the former case, the waves are 
stable near threshold, but may lose stability at finite amplitude through the action of the mean flow as the forcing 
amplitude increases. Like the secondary saddle-node bifurcation which stabilizes the spatially uniform standing 
waves when d > 0 (see Fig. 3), this bifurcation is well within in the regime of validity of the GCAMF equations. 
Thus the mean flow is involved only in possible secondary instabilities of the primary standing wave branch. 
Fig. 3. The primary bifurcation from the flat state to the spatially uniform standing wave solutions. The GCAMF equations describe correctly 
all states with |/x — /xc | ~ /xc, including the secondary saddle-node bifurcation present when d > 0 and the solutions beyond it. 
(e) The special case d = O (zero detuning) and ¡x = \xc defines a codimension-two point for the analysis since both 
L (or equivalently co) and \x must be chosen appropriately. In this case the direction of branching is determined by 
higher order terms neglected in the analysis, such as the real parts of the coefficients of the cubic terms, and this is so 
for sufficiently small but nonzero valúes of d as well. In other words, the limit d -> 0 (although well-defined within 
the GCAMF equations) may not describe correctly the corresponding behavior of the underlying fluid equations 
appropriately cióse to threshold, Le., for \\x — /xc| <C /xc. However, even in this case the GCAMF equations will 
correctly capture any secondary instabilities involving the mean flow, provided these occur at \x ~ /xc. A similar 
remark applies to other codimension-two points as well. 
(f) The GCAMF equations form a good starting point for any weakly nonlinear theory under the assumptions 
(2.8), (2.16), (2.18), (3.4) and (3.32), provided that second and third order internal resonances are avoided, and 
higher order terms consistently omitted. In fact, the condition (3.4) can be replaced by 
\Ax\«k\A\, \At\«o,\A\, \Bx\«k\B\, \Bt\«o,\B\, (3.34) 
where A, B are themselves small. From the derivation of these equations it is clear that they apply whenever the 
parameters Cg, JV_1 (or L~l) and \x are small, but are otherwise unrelated to one another. Any relation between 
them, such as those assumed in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, will therefore lead to further simpliflcations. 
(g) If an additional packet of nearly inviscid modes is present initially, with a basic frequency co ^ co and 
sufficiently distinct wavenumber k (see assumption (2.16)), the associated complex amplitudes interact with the 
original according to the equations 
Át-vgÁx=iáÁxx-CS + id)Á + i(á3\Á\2-á4\B\2+á8\A\2-á9\B\2)Á + iá6l g(y){f™}xdyA >ü 
+i<57(/m>xA + HOT, (3.35) 
B, + dgBx = \aBxx - (I + Ú)B + i{á3\B\2 - áA\Á\2 + á&\B\2 - á9\A\2)B - iá6 I ~g{y)(f™)x Úy B •l 
+i<57(/m>xfi+HOT, (3.36) 
Á(x + L,t) = Á(x,t), B(x + L,t) = B(x,t), (3.37) 
Le., such modes evolve under the influence of the ambient wavetrain, but are not directly excited by the parametric 
forcing. It is clear from the structure of these equations that this interaction cannot maintain the additional packet 
against viscous dissipation, and henee that both Á and B decay exponentially on the timescale t ~ 5 _ 1 . 
4. Coupled amplitude-mean flow equations for moderately large aspect ratios 
The regime 1 « L « vs/(8 + \d\ + /x) provides perhaps the cleanest simplifleation of the GCAMF equations 
derived above. The resulting equations apply to systems of moderately large aspect ratios, and include in a particular 
regime the model equations studied at length by Martel et al. [17]. To derive such simplifled equations we consider 
the distinguished limit 
SL2 dL2 uL2 
= A~l, = £ > ~ 1 , - — = M ~ 1 (4.1) 
a a a 
with 1 < k < | lnCg|.Eq. (2.12)thenimplies thatCg | lnCg |2 < 5 < Cg . In order to avoid unnecessarily involved 
expressions, we shall henceforth treat | ln Cg\ as an O(l) quantity, thereby allowing some of the coefficients in the 
expansions (4.8), (4.9), (4.48) and (4.49) to be logarithmically small or large. The simplifled equations are derived 
using a múltiple scale method using x and t nsfast variables and 
f 
X 
L' 
t 
%
 ~ L' 
T = t 
L2' 
(4.2) 
as slow variables. In terms of these variables the local horizontal average (-)x deflned in (3.19) becomes an average 
over the fast variable x. Note that assumption (4.1) imposes an implicit relation between L and Cg. In the following, 
we distinguish two sub-limits, depending on whether gravity is signiflcant (1 - S ~ 1) or negligible (1 - S <C 1). 
The resulting equations are valid in the whole range 1 « L « vs/(8 + \d\ + /x), and more speciflcally for 
i « L « c; -1/2 iffc~ 1. 
4.1. Gravity or gravity-capülary waves 
When 1 - S ~ 1 the nearly inviscid and viscous mean flows can be clearly distinguished from one another as 
discussed in Section 2, and the viscous mean flow can be identifled by taking appropriate averages of the whole 
mean flow over an intermedíate timescale r, i.e., the mean flow variables ijrm, Í2m and fm take the form 
Írm(x, y, f, x, T) = irv(x, y, f, T) + ir' (x, y, f, x, T), 
Í2m(x, y, f, x, T) = Í2v{x, y, f, T) + Í2!'(x, y, f, r, T), 
/ m ( x , ¿;, r, r ) = /" (x , f, r ) + / ( x , f, r, T) 
with 
/T /T rz rz rz 
/ ^ d 7 + / fí-te + / ^ d r + / Í2!'dr + / / ! ' d r 
Jo Jo Jo Jo Jo 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
bounded as x ->- oo. Thus the nearly inviscid mean flow is purely oscillatory (i.e., it has a zero mean, see (4.6)) on 
the timescale x. Since its frequency is of the order of L~l (see (4.2)), which is large compared with Cg, the inertial 
term for this flow is large in comparison with the viscous terms (see Eq. (1.4)), except in two secondary boundary 
layers, of thickness of the order of {CgL)ll2 « c 1), attached to the bottom píate and the free surface. Note that, 
as required for the consistency of the analysis, these boundary layers are much thicker than the primary boundary 
layers associated with the surface waves (see Fig. 2), which provide the boundary conditions (1.5)—(1.7) for the 
mean flow. Moreover, the width of these secondary boundary layers remains small as x ->- oo and (to leading order) 
the vorticity of this nearly inviscid mean flow remains conflned to these boundary layers. This is because, according 
to condition (4.6), the nearly inviscid mean flow is purely oscillatory on the timescale x. Consequently, condition 
(4.6) is essential for the validity of the analysis that follows, and the mathematical deflnition of the nearly inviscid 
mean flow through Eqs. (4.3)-(4.6) is the only consistent one; without this condition vorticity would diffuse outside 
the boundary layers and affect the structure of the whole 'nearly inviscid' solution even at leading order. In fact, 
vorticity does diffuse (and is convected) from the boundary layers, but this vorticity transport is included in the 
viscous mean flow. The vorticity associated with the nearly inviscid mean flow is readily seen to be of, at most, the 
order of 
\B\ \Bñ(CgLy -1/2 (4.7) 
in the upper and lower secondary boundary layers, respectively; the jump in the associated streamfunction \\rl 
across each boundary layer is 0(CgL) times smaller. This jump only affects higher order terms; as a consequence 
the secondary boundary layers can be completely ignored and no additional contributions to the boundary conditions 
on the nearly inviscid flow need be included in (1.5) and (1.7). Outside these boundary layers, the complex amplitudes 
and the flow variables associated with the nearly inviscid mean flow are expanded as 
(A,B) = L-1(Xo,Y0) + L-2(Xi,Y1)- (f,f) L-2(0¿,F¿) + L-3(^,F{) + . 
Í2 ! L~3WÍ o (V,nv) L-2(<PV0, K) + • r = L-3F0". 
Substitution of (4.1M4.6), (4.8) and (4.9) into (1.1)—(1.9) leads to the following: 
(i) From (1.4)—(1.7) at leading order 
^Ox 0 at y = 0, 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
(4.10) # t a + <t>Oyy = ° i n - 1 < y < 0, <(>'0 = 0 a t y = - 1 , 
together with Fl0x = 0. Thus 
4 = (y + 1)<P¿(£, r, T), F¿ = F¿(f, r, T). (4.11) 
At second order, the boundary conditions (1.5a) and (1.6) yield 
c¡>\x{x, 0, £, r, T) = F¿r - <P¿f + /?i(|lo|2 - |X0 |2) t , 
(1 " S)F{X - SFlxxx = <P'0t - (1 - S)F¿( - p3(\X0\2 + \Yo\2)s 
at y = 0. Since the right-hand sides of these two equations are independent of the fast variable x and both cp\ and 
F[ must be bounded in x, it follows that: 
|2 i v |2\ ,fsi , ,2T7¡ _ « / i v |2 i iv |2\ <P'n 0f F¿r = /?i(|lo|  - |X0f)?, <P0r - u¿F¿f = p3(\X0\z + | i o l % 
where 
up = (1 - S)1/2 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
is the phase velocity of long wavelength surface gravity waves. Eq. (4.12) must be integrated with the following 
additional conditions, which result from (1.8), (1.9) and (4.6), 
<P¿(f + 1, r, T) = <pfa, r, T), F¿(f + 1, r, T) = F¿(f, r, F), 
Jo Jo Jo 
F¿dr bounded as x oo. 
(ii) The leading order contributions to Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) yield X0t — vgX0^ = Y0t + vgY0^ = 0. Thus 
X0 = X0(É, T), Yo = Y0(r], T), 
where f and r¡ are the characteristic variables 
% = ? + vgr, t] = t, - vgr. 
Moreover, according to (1.3) 
X0(f + l,T) = X0(f, F), y0(»? + 1, T) = Y0(r], F). 
Substitution of these expressions into (4.12) followed by integration of the resulting equations yields 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
(4.18) 
K -[\X0\2 - \Y0\2 - (\X0\2 - |Fo|2}f] + Wp[F+(f + vpr, T) - F"(f - vpr, F)], (4.19) 
F
o =
 Pllg^ ^ [\Xo\2 + \Y0\2 - {\X0\2 + l ío lVl + F+{¡; + vpx, T) + F"(f - vpx, T)], (4.20) 
where (->f denotes the mean valué over the slow spatial variable f, i.e., 
(G>f = í Gdf, (4.21) 
Jo 
and the functions F± are such that 
F±(¡; + l±UpT, T) = F±(^±vpx, T), (F±)t:=0. (4.22) 
The particular solution of (4.19) and (4.20) yields the usual inviscid mean flow included in nearly inviscid theories 
(see [12] and references therein); the averaged terms are a consequence of the conditions (4.15), i.e., of volume 
conservation (cf. [12]) and the requirement that the nearly inviscid mean flow has a zero mean on the timescale x; 
the latter condition is never imposed in strictly inviscid theories but is essential in the limit we are considering, as 
explained above. To avoid the breakdown of the solution (4.19) and (4.20) at vp = vs, we assume in addition that 
|«p - wg| ~ 1. (4.23) 
The functions F± remain undetermined at this stage. In fact, they are not needed below because the evolution of 
both the viscous mean flow and the complex amplitudes is decoupled from these functions. However, at next order 
one flnds that F± remain constant on the timescale T, but decay exponentially due to viscous effects (resulting from 
viscous dissipation in the secondary boundary layer attached to the bottom píate) on the timescale t ~ (L/Cg)1 / 2 . 
(iii) The evolution equations for XQ and YQ on the timescale T are readily obtained from Eqs. (1.1)-(1.3), invoking 
(4.1)-(4.6), (4.19), (4.20) and (4.22) and eliminating secular terms (i.e., requiring |Xi| and \Y\\ to be bounded on 
the timescale x): 
X0T = iaXm -(A+ iD)X0 + i[(a3 + a8)l^o|2 - a 8 ( |Xol¥ - a4(|l'o|2)'?]Xo + ia5M{Yo)i 
í° 
+i«e j g(y){{cPvoy)x)t:áyX0, (4.24) 
Y0T = iaY0vv -(A + iD)Y0 + i[(a3 + a»)\Y0\2 - a&(\Yo\2}" - a4(\X0\2)^Y0 + ia5M(X^ 
r° 
-ia6 g(y){{cpVov)x)íáyYo, (4.25) 
X0(f + Í,T) = X0(É, T), Y0(r¡ +\,T) = Y0(r¡, T). (4.26) 
Here f and r¡ are the comoving variables deflned in (4.17), and {-)x, (->f, (•)£ and (•>'' denote mean valúes over the 
variables x, f, f and r¡, respectively. Note that f averages over functions of X0 are equivalent to f averages, while 
those over functions of Y0 are equivalent to r¡ averages. The real coefflcient a& is given by 
a6(2co/a)(Piv2 + p3vg) + a7(fiivg + /33) 
V — V 
g p 
(4.27) 
Eqs. (4.24) and (4.25) are independent of F± because of the second condition in (4.22). 
Eqs. (4.24) and (4.25) depend on the horizontal velocity of the viscous mean flow, -4>¡¡ • The equations and 
boundary conditions governing the evolution of this flow are derived by substituting Eqs. (4.3)-(4.6), (4.8)—(4.11), 
(4.19) and (4.20) into (1.4)-(1.7), obtaining 
<*Oxx ~t~ royy — " 0 WL (4.28) 
KT - 0 o , + (\Xo\2 - \Y0\2fg(y)lW^x + t^Wgy = Re~l(WvQxx + W^yy) in - 1 < y < O, (4.29) 
C = 0 , Kyy = h(\X0\2 - \Yo\2)r &ty = 0, (4.30) 
« ^ o y > ¥ = 4>o = O, 4>ly = -PMXQYOY é4ltNx/L + c.c. + <|lo|2 - |X0|2>r] at y = - 1 , (4.31) 
r0(x + L,S + l,y,T) = <f>%(.x, f, y, T), (4.32) 
where Xo = Xo(? + vsr, T), YQ = io(? - vsr, T) are given by (4.24) and (4.25) and (->r denotes averages over 
the timescale r. The effective Reynolds number associated with this viscous mean flow is 
^=¿2- (433) 
Some remarks about these equations and boundary conditions are now in order. 
1. The viscous mean flow is associated with only a small free-surface deflection, / " ~ L~3 (see (4.9)), which 
plays no role in the evolution of this flow, as expected of a flow involving the excitation of viscous modes (see 
Section 2). 
2. According to thescaling (4.1) and the deflnitions (2.11), (2.12) and (4.33), the effective Reynolds number Reis 
— 1/2 
large, and ranges from logarithmically large valúes if k ~ | ln Cg\ to 0(Cg ) if k ~ 1. However, even in the 
latter limit we must retain the viscous terms in (4.29) in order to account for the second boundary conditions in 
(4.30) and (4.31). Of course, if Re ~S> 1 vorticity diffusion is likely to be conflned to thin layers, but the structure 
and location of all these layers cannot be anticipated in an obvious way (see below) and in this case we must 
rely on numerical computations for realistically large valúes of Re. 
3. The viscous mean flow is driven by the short gravity-capillary waves through the averaged terms in the boundary 
conditions (4.30) and (4.31). Thequantity (\X0\2 - \Y0\2)T = {\Xo\2^ - (\Y0\2)r> (=0, see below) depends only 
on T, but (XQYQY (which will play a major role below) depends on both f and T (unless either XQ or YQ is 
spatially uniform). Thus, because of the boundary condition (4.31), </>Q and WQ depend on both the fast and slow 
horizontal spatial variables x and f. Unfortunately, the dependence of 4>o and W¿¡ on x cannot be obtained in 
closed form (except, of course, in the uninteresting limit Re ->- 0), and we must rely, once again, on numerical 
computations for realistically large valúes of L. 
4. Observe that the boundary conditions (4.30b) and (4.3 le) contain inhomogeneous forcing terms that are averages 
over the intermedíate timescale r. Like the oscillatory terms F± in Eqs. (4.19) and (4.20) the omitted terms 
oscillate on this timescale and henee genérate secondary boundary layers. The contributions from these boundary 
layers are all subdominant and have no effect at the order considered. 
5. The dominant forcing of the viscous mean flow comes from the lower boundary. This forcing vanishes expo-
nentially when k ~S> 1 leaving only a narrow range of wavenumbers within which such a mean flow is forced 
while 5 = 0(Cg), see Fig. 1. Thus in most cases in which viscous mean flow is present one may assume that 
1/2 
5 = 0(Cg ). Note, however, that in fully fhree-dimensional situations (such as that in [29]) in which lateral 
walls are included a viscous mean flow will be present even when k ~s> 1 because the forcing of the mean flow 
in the oscillatory boundary layers attached to the lateral walls remains. 
The form of the parametric forcing terms in (4.24) and (4.25) allows a further simplifleation of the system (4.24), 
(4.25), (4.28)-(4.32). With the change of variables 
Xo = Xo
 Q-
2
^
m
'
L
, Yo = Yo
 Q
2
*
iNe
'
L
, (4.34) 
e'(T) = -(27tNr1La6J g(y){{<pVoy) 
where 6 = 6(T) obeys 
/•O 
ft" \x\ f áy, (4.35) 
the mean flow decouples, and Eqs. (4.24)-(4.26) become 
XOT = iaXm -(A + iD)X0 + i[(a3 + a8)l^o|2 - a8(|Xol V - a4{\Yo\2)v]Xo + ia5M{Y0}\ (4.36) 
Y0T=iaY0vv - (A + iD)Yo+i[(a3+a&)\Yo\2-a&(\Yo\2^ -a^Xo^lYo + iasMiXo)^, (4.37) 
x0(É + 1 , r ) = x0(É, r ) , y0(í? + i, T) = Y0{n, T). (4.38) 
Except for differences in notation these equations are identical to the equations already extensively investigated 
by Martel et al. [17]. In constructing their nonlocal amplitude equations Martel et al. deliberately ignored the 
possible presence of viscous mean flow in order to write down a tractable system of equations. Consequently, they 
considered their equations to be a phenomenological description of the Faraday system rather than a quantitatively 
precise one. The present paper shows that the equations originally written down in Ref. [17] do in fact provide 
a quantitative description of this system, and establishes the conditions under which they do so. In addition, the 
systematic derivation of these equations indicates that the omitted viscous mean flow does in fact play a role in that 
it affects the spatial phase of the pattern, and the manner in which it does so. In view of the exact relation 
d ( | l 0 | 2 - l?0|2>? ~ 9 ~ 9 t 
' ' = - 2 Z \ ( | X 0 | 2 - | í o | ¥ , A>0, 
dT 
we may assume that 
< | l o | 2 - l ? o l ¥ = < l * o l ¥ - <l?o|2>" = 0, (4.39) 
and rewrite the viscous mean flow equations (4.28)-(4.32) in the form 
C + ^ = ^ (4-40) 
KT-'PoyW^+KWZ^Re-Hw^ + W^) in - 1 < y < 0, (4.41) 
C = <t>oyy = ° at y = 0, (4.42) 
w«L + ^ ) 
2/34R0tt,T)sm 
 — 1 < y < 0, 
~4JTN(X -6 -6O) 
L at y = -l, (4.43) ((wSy)r = n = o, Ky 
r0(x + L,S + l,y,T) = <f>%(.x, f, y , T), (4.44) 
where the functions RQ = Ro(t¡, T) and 6Q = 0o(?, T) are deflned by 
+CO 
R(jt-4niN60IL = {ÍQyoy = J^XnWy-nW) é ^ , (4.45) 
—co 
and {x„}, {}>„} are the Fourier coefflcients in the expansions 
XQ(M,T) = £ > „ ( r ) e 2 j r i ^ , Y0(r¡,T) = J2yn(T)e2jTÍ^. (4.46) 
—co —co 
Eqs. (4.35), (4.40)-(4.44) describe the resulting coupled evolution of the spatial phase 6 of the pattern and of the 
viscous mean flow, and constitute a sepárate dynamical system forced by the amplitude dynamics studied by Martel 
et al. [17] via the functions Ro and &o appearing in the boundary condition (4.43). Note that the viscous mean flow 
is forced by the bottom boundary layer only, and that this forcing vanishes exponentially when k ~S> 1 (see remarks 
(3) and (5) above). 
It is worth remarking that the condition (4.39) prevents the existence of spatially uniform progressive waves (Le., 
solutions of the type \A\ = constant, |fi| = constant, \A\ ^ |B|) as solutions of the nonlocal equations (4.36) 
and (4.37). However, a number of other solution types is possible. These split naturally into solutions lying in the 
invariant subspace \A\ = \B\ and those with \A\ ^ |B|. With periodic boundary conditions the former can be 
either symmetric with respect to a spatial reflection x -> —x or nonsymmetric. As discussed in more detail by 
Martel et al. [17] solutions of the former type may be uniform and steady, nonuniform and steady, time-periodic and 
chaotic. The same is also true for the nonsymmetric solutions, but in this case the spatial asymmetry is responsible 
for the presence of a net drift of the solution. This is a consequence of the periodic boundary conditions (4.38), and 
introduces an additional, typically small frequency into the solution. Drifts of this type are called type I in order to 
distinguish them from type II drifts that are due to an asymmetry between the amplitudes of left- and right-traveling 
wavetrains. Type II drifts are present even if both \A\ and |fi| are reflection-symmetric about some point x (not 
necessarily the same), provided only that \A\ ^ |B|, modulo translation. Moreover, when both of these two types 
of asymmetry are present multiply periodic drifts will result, as discussed and illustrated by Martel et al. As a result 
the variety of possible solutions to even the simplest set of equations, the decoupled amplitude equations, is quite 
substantial, and each such solution is accompanied in addition by a viscous mean flow. This mean flow responds to 
type I drifts in the amplitudes Xo, Yo through the amplitude Ro, and to type II drifts fhrough the dependence of the 
forcing on the phase 6o- The explicit computation of the relevant coefflcients performed in this paper can be used 
to identify physically relevant regimes in the classiflcation of Ref. [17]. 
4.2. Capillary waves in the microgravity limit 
As 1 - S -> 0, the phase velocity of the long (gravity) waves vp vanishes (seeEq. (4.13)) andapart ofthenearly 
inviscid mean flow deflned above resonates with the viscous mean flow. In fact, because of the decomposition 
(4.3)-(4.7) this resonant interaction is captured completely in the viscous mean flow, which will now involve a 
signiflcant free surface deformation. 
We suppose that 
(1 - S)L2 = A ~ 1, 
and consider the expansions 
(A, B) = L~\Xo, Yo) + L"2(X!, ri) + • • • , (f\ f) ~-
& = L"3\y¿ + • • • , (fv, Í2V) = L-2(4>Vo, K) + • • • > 
= L-2(0¿,F¿) + L-3(^,F{) + .. . 
r = L-iF¿' + ... . 
(4.47) 
, (4.48) 
(4.49) 
The resulting analysis proceeds as in Section 4.1. The main differences are that Eqs. (4.12), (4.19) and (4.20) must 
be replaced, respectively, by 
0¿ r = j03(|Xo|2 + |rol2)f, (4-5°) 
{\X0\2 - \Y0\2)í], (4.51) 
- (\X0\2 + \Y0\2}^. (4.52) 
Because of the conditions (4.15) the solution of the homogeneous part of (4.50) vanishes identically. Thus Xo and Yo 
are still given by (4.24)-(4.26), but S must now be replaced by 1 everywhere in the expressions for the coefflcients 
« 3 , . . . , a6 and a&, and the parameters A, D and M. Eqs. (4.28) and (4.29) and the conditions (4.31) and (4.32) still 
apply, but the boundary conditions (4.30) must be replaced by 
fOx F0T' l^Oyy 
2 \ r 
Moreover, from (1.6) 
I^OyT • AFo( Fom 
P2(\X0\ - \Y0\y at y = 0. 
at y = 0. 
(4.53) 
(4.54) 
If we redeflne the complex amplitudes as in (4.34) the amplitude equations (4.36)-(4.38) still uncouple from the 
viscous mean flow, and for large times (on the timescale T) the result (4.39) implies that the phase shift 9 and the 
viscous mean flow evolve according to 
e'(T) = -(2jtNr1La6J g(y){{<pVoy V \ X \ f áy, 
fOxx" w0)ry WX 
w, OT 
VOx 
KyKx KxKy Re~
l(W{ Oxx ' WSyy) 
F0T> 
{{W^ = 0, 
0, POyT : ¿Fot F, 
"0y 2/34R0tt,T)sm 
in — 1 < y < 0, 
t-'t-t- at y = 0, 
4JTN(X - 9 -e0)' 
at y 
bv0(x + L,¿; + l,y,T) = <pVo(x,¿;,y,T) 
(4.55) 
(4.56) 
(4.57) 
(4.58) 
(4.59) 
(4.60) 
with the functions RQ = i?o(4T, T) and 0o = #o(?, T) still given by (4.45) and (4.46) in terms of the solutions of the 
decoupled system (4.36)-(4.38). Thus the structure of the problem in the microgravity limit and in the presence of 
gravity is fundamentally the same, and the study of the decoupled system (4.36)-(4.38) by Martel et al. [17] applies 
to both. 
5. Concluding remarks 
In this paper, we have given a systematic derivation of the basic equations governing the interaction between 
parametrically excited surface gravity-capillary waves in nearly inviscid fluids and a mean flow. We have argued 
that in such fluids, depending on the aspect ratio of the container, the hydrodynamic (or bulk) modes decay more 
slowly than the surface waves and that such modes cannot therefore be omitted from a consistent weakly nonlinear 
description of these systems. Since the excitation of these modes manifests itself as a (viscous) mean flow a 
description in terms of equations of the type summarized in (1.1)—(1.9) is inevitable; we determined here explicitly 
the conditions under which this is the case. In general, traveling waves are associated with the presence of an inviscid 
mean flow as well [12], and, consequently, the (total) mean flow in these equations includes contributions from 
both sources. Under the conditions of Section 4, the viscous mean flow is driven by a tangential velocity boundary 
condition imposed on the largely inviscid flow in the bulk. This boundary condition describes the net effect on 
the bulk of the presence of an oscillatory viscous boundary layer attached to the bottom of the container, as flrst 
discussed by Schlichting [20]. In general, we found that the lower boundary is more effective at driving the viscous 
mean flow than a similar boundary layer at the free surface which provides a stress boundary condition on the mean 
flow in the bulk [21]. In contrast, the purely inviscid flow that may be present is a consequence of the mechanism 
by which the waves are excited [30]. 
A careful examination of the analysis that led us to Eqs. (1.1)—(1.9) shows that these in fact apply under the 
conditions 
*(IW + llM)«a>, l/l + IAI« l , £ _ 1 « * , (5.1) 
or equivalently 
k(\A\ + \B\) + \f?\<£l, * |Vrf |«a>, (5.2) 
obtained from (2.17), and the condition 
L « i (5.3) 
8+\d\ + \a5\n-
that relaxes somewhat the requirement (2.19). Here vg is the (nondimensional) group velocity of the surface waves, 
deflned in (3.24), a¡ is given in (3.25) and we assumed that the smallest spatial scale is k~l. The condition (5.1) can 
be stated succinctly as requiring that the nonlinearity be weak and the aspect ratio of the system be large compared 
to the nondimensional wavelength of the surface waves; the condition (5.3) requires that the terms accounting for 
inertia and propagation at the group velocity in the amplitude equations (1.1) and (1.2) be much larger than the 
remaining terms. In addition, the requirements 
(l - S)k2 + SkA ?> C2g, k3/2(l -S + Sk?r1/2<z:C¿\ (5.4) 
or equivalently 
Cg « a), C¡/2co3/2 « 1 - S + -£-, (5.5) 
are imposed implicitly both on the carrier wavenumber k as well as on all wavenumbers associated with the (viscous) 
mean flow. These conditions guarantee that the thickness of the associated boundary layers will be small compared 
to the depth (if k <C 1) or compared to the wavelength (if k ~^> 1), see Fig. 2. Since the lowest wavenumber of the 
mean flow is k = 2n/L, condition (5.4) implies, in particular, that 
(1 - S)L~2 + (2n)2SL-4 » C\. (5.6) 
Additional assumptions, such as the requirement that all second and third resonances are avoided (Wilton ripples) 
and that in Section 4 w p / vg, appear in the course of the analysis. 
The resulting GCAMF equations were derived with one further but essential assumption, namely that the spatial 
Fourier transforms of both the basic wavetrains and of the associated mean flow remain peaked around a set of 
discrete wavenumbers (two in the case of the carrier wavenumbers, and infinite in the case of the mean flow) for 
all time. This assumption concerns the small scale structure of the solution and it exeludes the generation of small 
scales that may arise if the aspect ratio is too large. In fact, it is not necessary to assume that these wavenumbers are 
commensurate; it is only necessary that some scale separation is present so that the averages introduced are well 
deflned. In a numerical solution starting with given initial conditions this assumption may either fail, indicating that 
the aspect ratio is too large or be found to hold for timescales of interest. The equations derived here describe the 
latter situation. We have also seen that under certain specifle conditions it is possible to distinguish unambiguously 
the two types of mean flow (viscous and inviscid), and described in Section 4 a particularly useful instance in which 
this can be done. The equations derived there by means of an additional múltiple scale analysis led to a surprisingly 
simple description of the resulting system, consisting of a pair of decoupled, albeit nonlocal equations of the type 
already studied at length in [17], together with a set of equations governing the interaction of the spatial phase 
of the wave amplitudes and the viscous mean flow. Since the Reynolds number of this flow can be (indeed must 
be) substantial fhese equations must be treated numerically as already done in other circumstances [31,32]. Such 
solutions will be reported elsewhere. To the extent the presence of lateral walls may be ignored the results may 
provide a quantitative description of the plethora of experimental results on the Faraday system with nearly inviscid 
fluids [3,14,29,33]. 
It is useful to consider an explicit experimental realization of the theory described here. We focus on an annular 
container with a UOmm diameter fllled with extremely clean (see [34] and references therein) water to an 8mm 
depth (as in [29]), but with a forcing frequency of 10.6 Hz. Using T = 12 dyn/cm, we calcúlate the gravity-capillary 
time (see Section 2) to be 0.027 s and henee that &> = 0.87. The remaining dimensionless parameters of the theory 
then take the valúes L = 43.2, S = 0A,Cg= 4.2 x 10"4, k = 1, 5 = 3.8 x 10"3, d = -0.0102 and vg = 0.767. 
Under these conditions the requirements (2.17)—(2.19) for the validity of the theory are fulfllled, and two-
dimensional waves of small steepness are described by the GCAMF equations derived above. An experiment 
of the above type, designed to minimize fhree-dimensional effeets, could therefore test the predictions of these 
equations. 
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Appendix A. Boundary conditions on the bulk flow 
Al. Stokes boundary layer near the bottom píate 
For convenience, we take the small parameter e as the order of magnitude of the complex amplitudes, namely, 
we assume that 
| A | ~ | B | ~ e , | iA m | ~e 2 (A.l) 
in (3.2). We introduce the stretched coordínate 
and seek a solution in the form 
(C~l,2f, Clg,2í2) = eifu ñi) eiü)t + ce . + e2[(f2, Ú2) + OT] + • • • , (A.3) 
where for j = 1 and 2, \¡rj and Í2¡ depend weakly on time and OT stands for oscillatory terms on the time scale 
t ~ 1. Substitution of (A.2) and (A.3) into (2.1) and (2.4) yields 
•íjiriyy = Ó\, í^lyy = ÍCÚ Í2 \ Íll 0 < J < OO , \¡T \ = f \y = 0 dX ^ = 0, (A.4) 
Vf2yy = &2, í^2yy = -f\y&\x + f\x&\y + C.C. in 0 < y < 00, 
fi = fiy = 0 at y = 0, (A.5) 
where the overbar stands for the complex conjúgate. In addition, we have 
Ú\ = fi2 = 0 as y -> oo (A.6) 
as required by matching with the solution in the bulk, which is completed below. Integration of (A.4) yields 
f\ü>y + exp(—s/icoy) — 1 Ír1 = K1(x) (A.7) 
ico 
where (A.6) has been taken into account; K\(x) is determined by matching conditions between (3.2) and (A.3) at 
order e (see also (A.l) and (A.2)) and is given by 
eKl = ^¿(-l)(Aeikx - Be~ikx). (A.8) 
Substitution into the second equation (A.5) now yields 
¿22yy = V^KiKi^-e'^ + (-l+V^y)e~^-^í +2e~^] + c.c., (A.9) 
and we need only intégrate this equation twice, using (A.6), and intégrate (A.5a) once, using (A.5c), to obtain 
f2y = K\K\X 3 — 3i Ico 
ncoy 
ico 
3 i - 1 y 
V-
-icoy 1 + i 
Ico 
/2coy 
c.c. (A. 10) 
With this expression for \jr2y> we can apply matching conditions between (3.2) and (A.3) at order e2 (see also (A.l), 
(A.2) and (A.8)) to obtain 
ff(x, - l , í ) = o(e2), 
ff(x,-l,t) = e¿ 3 ( 1 - i ) ^ ! ^ Ico • ce . -3cok(l -a
2)a-2(iABe2ikx + c.c. + \B\2 - \A\2), (A.ll) 
where we have used the relation ^ ( - l ) 2 = co2{\ — a2)a 2 obtained from(2.13). The boundary condition (1.7b) 
now follows with /J4 as given in (3.20). 
A.2. Oscillatory boundary layer near thefree surface 
For convenience, we assume again that (A.l) holds, introduce a stretched coordínate attached to the interface 
y- f(x,t) 
y 
c 
1/2 (A. 12) 
and seek a solution in the form 
ir = e(x¡ri + Clgl2f2 + Cgfo) émt + ce . + e2(^4 + Clg,2f5 + Cgfe + OT) + • • • , 
Í2 = e(Üi + •••) émt + c e + e2(Ú2 + • • • + OT) + • • • , (A.13) 
Le., we anticípate that Í2 ~ e. We also rewrite (3.1) in the form 
/ = e(/ i + C¡/2f2) émt + c e + • • • . (A.14) 
Substitution of (A.12)-(A.14) into (2.1) and (2.2) now yields the following system of equations and boundary 
conditions: 
(A) For the osállatory part of (A. 13) 
flyy = flyy = flyy + flxx - &1 = ^2\yy ~ ÍCú&i = 0 in - 00 < y <: O, (A. 15) 
f\x - ÍO)fi = f2x - ÍO)f2 = f'3yy ~ flxx = O at y = O, (A. 16) 
V^Xy = í?i = O as y -> - o o . (A. 17) 
Thus 
fly = O, f\x = icofi, f2y = K2, f'2x = W2, f'3y = K3, üi = 2Í0jflx Q^°y 
(A.18) 
with K2 and K3 independent of y. 
(B) For the slowly varyingpart o/(A.13) 
f'4yy = fSyy = f~6yy + f'4xx - &2 ~ (2flxK2x + flxxK2 + C.C.) = 0 in - 00 < y < O, 
^2yy + (K2&ix - yK2x¿2\y + c.c.) = 0 in - oo < .y < O, (A.19) 
f\x = feyy ~ f'Axx + (-2fixK2x + fixxK2 + c.c.) = 0 at y = O, (A.20) 
f'4y = Ú2y = 0 as y -> - 0 0 , (A.21) 
where we have taken into account (A.18). Thus 
f4 = O, f5y = K4, 
f6yy = 2[K2xfix(Vi^y - 2) - flxxK2] e^y + flxxK2 + 6flxK2x + c .c , (A.22) 
where K4 is again independent of y. For matching with the solution in the bulk we need the y -> - 0 0 limit of 
horizontal velocity and stress: 
fy(x, f, t) = sf2y émt + c.c. + s2(f5y +OT) + --- = sK2 émt + c.c. + s2(K4 + OT) + • • • , (A.23) 
fyy(x, f, t) = ef3y émt + c.c. + e2(f6y + OT) + • • • 
= eK3 éwt + c.c. + e2(6flxK2x + fixxK2 + c.c. + OT) + • • • . (A.24) 
On the other hand, for the solution in the bulk fy(x, f(x, í ) , í) = fy(x, O, í) + • • • and fyy{x, f(x, í ) , í) = 
fyy(x, O, í) + fyyy(x, O, í)/(x, í) -\ or, according to (3.1) and (3.2) 
fy(x, f, t) = V¿(0) eiü)t(Aeikx - B e~ikx) + c.c. + • • • , (A.25) 
fyy(x, f, t) = V¿'(0) eiü)t(A eikx - B e~ikx) + c.c. 
+ [^ó"(0)(Ae ikx - B e _ i t a ) (A e~ikx + B eikx) + c.c. + f™(x, O, í) + OT] + • • • . (A.26) 
Identification of (3.1) with (A.14) and (A.23) with (A.25) yields 
e/i = Aékx + B e~ikx, eK2 = " ^ (0 ) (Aé k x - B e " i t a ) . (A.27) 
Finally, matching expressions (A.24) with (A.26) gives 
f™(x, 0, í) = [5fc2^(0) - <'(0)](A eikx - B e_i ta)(A eikx + B e~ikx) + c e 
ff(x, 0, í) = o(e2), 
and henee the coefflcient fc in Eq. (3.20). 
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